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1. Introduction 
This report gives an overview of the flight tests that were conducted as part of the evaluation 

of the elephant survey system in September 2019. This report focuses only on operation 

aspects and data acquisition. A detailed data analysis report will follow which contains 

quantitative details of the system performance. 

 

The elephant survey operation uses 3 cameras and computer vision to detect elephants from 

a height of approximately 3000 feet above the ground. This operation was executed 

concurrently with a manual aerial survey commissioned by the Namibian Ministry of the 

Environment and Tourism (MET) potentially allowing us the opportunity to compare elephant 

density estimates derived with the two methods. 

 

The main difference between the manual survey and the camera survey is that the manual 

survey flies much lower, giving them the opportunity to detect many different animal species, 

but covering a much smaller area. The camera survey flies much higher, giving us the 

opportunity to cover a much larger area, but being restricted to only detecting elephant. 

These factors need to be taken into consideration when comparing the results from the two 

surveys.   

 

2. Test overview 
The test was conducted from 22 September to 2 October.  

 
Table 1: Team members and roles 

Name Role 

Dr Ortwin Aschenborn Pilot & camp coordinator 

Mr Hannes Naudé Technical support & data processing 

Mr Alkmaar Swart Technical support & data acquisition 

Ms Céline Schmikale Ground support 

Ms Fabienne Lenek Ground support 

Mr Matambo Singwangwa Ground support 

 
Table 2: Flight Schedule 

Date Time of day Stratum/task 
Manual team 

Stratum/task 
Camera team 

Base Airstrip 

25-Sep am KL2, BFA BFA Bagani 

26-Sep am BFC, BAB 1-9 BFC, BAB 1-9 Bagani 
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26-Sep pm BFB BFB Bagani 

27-Sep am BAB 10-24  Immelmann 

27-Sep pm BAB 25-33  Immelmann 

28-Sep am SSA, SSB SSA, SSB Immelmann 

28-Sep pm SSA SSA Immelmann 

29-Sep am 
KWA 8-14, 
ES 1-10 KWA 8-14 Immelmann 

29-Sep pm KWA 1-7 KWA 1-7 Mudumu 

30-Sep am KWB KWB Mudumu 

 

The tasks as listed in Table 2: Flight Schedule are represented on a map in Figure 1: Total 

planned transects used for comparison which indicates the area covered and the transects to 

be used for comparison between the manual survey team and the camera survey team.  

 

The camera system consists of 3 cameras, one facing directly downward while the other 2 

cameras are tilted to approximately 21° to ensure a bit of overlap between the photos. This 

configuration allows the camera system to cover a width of approximately 1200m 

perpendicular to the transect direction. The manual survey can cover 2x200m. 

 

 
Figure 1: Total planned transects used for comparison 

 

 

1. Sunday, 22 September, South Africa and Windhoek 
The day started very early for the South Africans who were at the O.R. Tambo airport 

(Johannesburg) at 5:00 am to pass customs and immigration in time for their flight. They 

arrived at the Hosea Kutako Airport (Windhoek) at 9:00 and conducted a test flight over 

Windhoek with Dr Aschenborn, the pilot. The camera focus and image quality were good at 

3000 feet above the ground, and the test flight was deemed successful and ready to leave for 

the Zambesi Region the next day.  
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Figure 2: Test flight setup, 22 Sept. 2019, Windhoek 

 

2. Monday, 23 September, Roy’s rest camp 
Two cars, one with a trailer with the supplies for the survey, left for Roy’s rest camp to 

overnight between Windhoek and Bagani. Ms Schmikale and Ms Lenek drove with the one 

car and Mr Naudé and Mr Swart with the other car. 

 

3. Tuesday, 24 September, Bagani 
The group met at Bagani Airstrip where Mr Singwangwa with his car and Dr Aschenborn with 

the BushCat joined the other two cars. The group started setting up camp during which a test 

flight was conducted around 14:00 to test the GPS by flying the first two transects of the next 

day. The GPS test was successful, and the pilot was able to navigate on the given transects as 

generated by the manual counting crew. The test was also intended to confirm that the 

camera focus had not shifted during the ferry flight. Unfortunately, the SD cards were not 

inserted into the cameras for this test and therefore this could not be confirmed. 

 

 
Figure 3: Setting up camp, 24 Sept. 2019, Bagani Airstrip 
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4. Wednesday, 25 September, Bagani 
This was the first day where the manual survey team and the camera survey team started 

flying the same transects. The BushCat took off at 7:50 but turned around shortly after 

reaching the first waypoint due to suspicious feedback from the web page user interface. The 

pilot expected the user interface to show captured photos in real-time, but because such an 

operation would negatively affect the rate of capture, this is not how the interface operates. 

After confirming that everything was working as expected the BushCat took off again at 8:50 

and reached the first waypoint at 9:18 when photo capturing started. 2567 photos (per 

camera) were captured in 2 hours and 7 minutes. 

 

 
Figure 4: BFA, actual vs. planned transects, 25 Sept. am, Bagani 

 

 

Image processing started soon after the BushCat had landed. The processing event was 

interrupted on multiple occasions by dust storms (which necessitated going to standby) as 

well as by interruptions in generator power. The cameras were set to take only RAW images 

(no JPEG files) once every 3 seconds.  The processing time increases dramatically when RAW 

images need to be converted to JPEG files, but in previous surveys where processing could 

usually proceed through the night, this was not an issue. Some functionality to resume an 

interrupted inference session does exist in the software, but this was found to be unreliable. 

 

The technical team worked until late that evening verifying elephant detections found by the 

software. The system seemed to be working well but could unfortunately not process during 

the night due to the generator being switched off.  

 

5. Thursday, 26 September, Bagani 
The BushCat left for its first flight of the day at 7:50 am and started capturing photos at 8:19 

am. A total of 4622 photos (per camera) were captured in 4 hours on the transects. The 

cameras were set to take only RAW images once every 3 seconds. Two of the planned 

transects (BFC 2A to BFC 2B and BAB 7A to BAB 7B) were not covered as seen in Figure 5: BFC, 
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BAB, actual vs planned transects, 26 Sept. am. This should be compensated for when 

comparing elephant detections between the manual survey and camera survey. 

 

 
Figure 5: BFC, BAB, actual vs planned transects, 26 Sept. am, Bagani 

 

Image processing quickly started falling behind the data capturing when not processing during 

the night and due to the slow conversion time from RAW images to JPEG images. The camera 

settings were therefore changed to capture both RAW and large fine JPEG images to reduce 

image processing time.  

 

The second flight of the day left camp at 15:30 and captured 2749 images (per camera) during 

the 2 hours and 16 minutes on the transects. The cameras were set to capture both RAW and 

large fine JPEG images once every 3 seconds.  

 

 
Figure 6: BFB, actual vs planned transects, 26 Sept. pm, Bagani 

  

6. Friday, 27 September, Bagani-Immelman 
The team left Bagani runway and moved to Immelman runway and there were no planned 

survey flights for this day. The manual team would be surveying the mixed-use area of 

Bwabwata where the elephant density was expected to be very low. Dr. Aschenborn decided 
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to fly the transect, nonetheless. He took off with the BushCat and flew to the start of the 

transect but experienced an error soon after starting the recording. He then returned to the 

Bagani runway to identify the system error. The system seemed to be working correctly on 

the ground but experienced a second error soon after when in flight again. This time he landed 

at Immelman where the rest of the team eventually joined him. We suspected a shutter 

failure, but the fact that the system would work for long times while on the ground seemed 

to rule this out.  

 

A different hypothesis that could explain the disparity in airborne vs. ground level 

performance was that the additional time required because both RAW and JPEG images were 

being stored (both to perform the JPEG encoding and to actually write the JPEG files to disk). 

When at ground level the images that are captured are severely out of focus and as such they 

compress quite well. Under these circumstances the resultant JPEG files are less than 3 MB in 

size and the camera has enough time to store them to the SD card before the next capture is 

triggered. However, once the BushCat is  airborne, the images are focused and contain a lot 

of complex structure. Since the images contain a lot more information they do not reduce in 

size as much as before when compressed and the resulting JPEGs are around 20MB in size. 

We theorized that the additional data that needed to be written to the card may be what is 

causing the cameras to run out of time between triggers. This is still strange because a flight 

using the exact same settings the previous day was concluded with no problems. The only 

difference was that the previous day we had used the 128GB SD cards. While the 256GB and 

128GB cards are nominally rated with the same write speed, we thought that a subtle 

difference here may be critical.  

  

 

Figure 7 - Camera screen showing the shutter failure error message. 
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We tested this hypothesis by doing a test flight using the 128GB cards but the error 

reoccurred. However, this time after landing, the center camera display showed an error 

message with error code Err 30. This was soon looked up and determined to resolve to “A 

malfunction with the shutter has been detected.” It also appeared that the problem had 

finally escalated to the point where it was repeatable. The camera in question would no 

longer take photos even when manually triggered. We proceeded to swap out the body in 

question with the spare body which we had on hand for this eventuality. Another test flight 

was conducted and the rig was confirmed to be back to full functionality. 

 

Mr Swart and Mr Singwangwa contacted the MET (Ministry of Environment and Tourism) to 

find a location where the computers can continue processing during the night and where the 

technical team can work during the day to avoid exposing the computers to so much dust. 

Unfortunately, no keys were available at the MET station. Leaving the computers in an 

unlocked room during the night was a risk that we were unwilling to take.  

 

7. Saturday, 28 September, Immelman 
 

Takeoff was at 8:00 am with the 128 GB SD cards which should be able to capture 

approximately 3 hours of photos, with an average of 35.7 MB per photo (RAW and JPEG). The 

smaller SD cards (128 GB) were chosen as a safe option since they have proven to capture 

both RAW and large fine JPEG images simultaneously. A refuel was required and scheduled 

for when the pilot is close to the Immelman runway. The pilot was requested to land when 

the theoretical SD card capacity limit was reached. Unfortunately, this was a bit too late since 

2 of the SD cards were already full and hadn’t captured as many photos as the centre camera. 

The left camera reached its limit first as seen in Figure 8: SSA, SSC, actual vs planned transects, 

28 Sept. am labelled as “Left full”, where after the right camera reached its limit at “Right full” 

before the pilot came back to refuel at “Centre off”. A total of 2971 images (per camera 

limited to the camera with the least number of photos) were captured in 2 hours and 46 

minutes on the transects.  

 

The technical team went to work at the MET station where they had a few very productive 

hours with ample room for the computers and no dust. At this point it was decided that all 

further processing would be postponed until after our return and our full attention would be 

on data gathering, backups and technical support.  

 

The bigger 256 GB SD cards were inserted during refuel and the cameras set to capture only 

RAW images at a rate of one image every 3 seconds. 2138 images (per camera) were captured 

during the second half of the morning’s flight which took another hour and 47 minutes.  
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Figure 8: SSA, SSC, actual vs planned transects, 28 Sept. am, Immelman 

 

The second flight of the day started at 15:27 where 2493 images (per camera) were obtained 

in 2 hours of flight.  

 

 
Figure 9: SSA, actual vs planned transects, 28 Sept. pm, Immelman 

 

 

8. Sunday, 29 September, Immelman-Mudumu 
The group left Immelman runway and headed for their last destination, Mudumu.  The 

campsite was located next to a river with many wild animals passing as seen in Figure 10: 

Mudumu campsite.  
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Figure 10: Mudumu campsite 

 

The 2 flights on Sunday were completed without any complications and 1390 images and 2397 

images were obtained respectively during the morning and afternoon flights. The morning 

flight started at 9:08 am and captured 1 hour and 10 minutes of data while the evening flight 

started at 15:28 and captured almost 2 hours of data. 

 

   
Figure 11: KWA 8-14, actual vs planned transects, 29 Sept. am, Immelman-Mudumu 
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Figure 12: KWA 1-7, actual vs planned transects, 29 Sept. pm, Mudumu 

 

 
Figure 13: Sunset at Mudumu with elephants crossing the river 

 

9. Monday, 30 September, Mudumu 
Take-off was at 7:48. The last flight delivered 3683 images (per camera) in 3 hours in the air. 

The technical team worked at the MET station where the final data backup session continued 

in the afternoon while the team had their first break in a while after a long week of hard work.  

 
Figure 14: KWB, actual vs planned transects, 30 Sept. am, Mudumu 
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10. Tuesday, 1 October, Mudumu 
The South Africans started their 2-day trip back home, while the rest of the group stayed a 

day longer at Mudumu before going back to Windhoek.  

 

3. Conclusion and recommendation for future tests 
During this week a total of 22 hours and 26 minutes’ worth of images were captured resulting 

in 26249 image pairs. The total elephant count will be available after the data has been 

processed and all sightings reconciled.  

 

 

 
Figure 15: Total planned vs. actual transects used for comparison 

 

 

 

 

The following valuable lessons were learned: 

• It is very easy to skip a point on the pre-flight checklist when in the field and 

conducting multiple tasks simultaneously. Setting-up or taking-down camp at the 

same time as readying the rig for a data-collection sortie is not conducive to flawless 

execution and should be avoided if at all possible. 

• The error detection capability of the rig has some significant blind spots. Not reporting 

an error when no SD card is present or when an SD card is full is not acceptable. Early 

investigations indicate that the libgphoto API which we use does not return an error 

code under these conditions. Libgphoto is not officially supported by Canon which 

limits our options, but the official (Windows only) ED SDK which we used before had 

very similar and significant pain points. Canon released a web API earlier this year 

which promises to alleviate a lot of these issues, but the 6D is not (yet) supported. In 

any event a solution or workaround will have to be found if the rig is to be operated 

with minimal technical support in the near future. 

BFA,  
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BAB SSA & 

SSC 
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KWB 
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• The conditions in the field are not friendly to data processing equipment. The dust 

levels experienced will kill any regularly exposed laptop within a matter of weeks. This 

is even more true when the GPU(s) are at high utilisation so that the fans are running 

full blast. Given the cost of the GT83VR machine we are currently using, doing data 

processing under these conditions is not rational. Unless there is a pressing need for 

field processing of data we would recommend that future surveys focus only on data 

collection and all processing be done afterwards in the cloud. 

• The robustness of our data processing pipeline to interruptions and restarts is not 

what it could be. Whether this is a high priority to fix or not will depend to a large 

extent on our data processing strategy going forward. 

• Now that we have an example of a shutter failure, we can try and determine whether 

the API provides a mechanism to automatically diagnose it. Depending on the 

anticipated impact of these it may also be worth it to consider migrating to newer 

mirrorless cameras, which are smaller and lighter, have fewer moving parts, are 

slightly cheaper for the same sensor size and support the web API.  

• Our transect filtering code is not flexible enough to handle all the situations 

encountered (individual legs being skipped or flown twice and larger inter-leg 

separation than seen previously) and to provide both per-transect and per-leg filtering 

options. This will need to be updated before the data processing is completed, and 

the effort is already underway. 

• We are not able to start counting as early as the human team does and completing 

the same transect takes a little longer due to our slower cruising speed. Despite these 

limitations we managed to keep pace and not fall behind them at any point. In this 

regard we were quite lucky with the timing of the shutter failure. Had this happened 

on any other day it would certainly have cost us a sortie. 

 

 


